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Abstract: Image compression is the application of data compression on digital images. The
objective is to reduce redundancy of the image data in order to be able to store or transmit data
in an efficient form. This paper gives review of types of images and its compression
techniques. An image, in its original form, contains huge amount of data which demands not
only large amount of memory requirements for its storage but also causes inconvenient
transmission over limited bandwidth channel. So, one of the important factors for image
storage or transmission over any communication media is image compression. Compression
makes it possible for creating file sizes of manageable, storable and transmittable dimensions.
Keywords: Image, Image compression technique, Lossless and lossy image compression

I.

INTRODUCTION

Compression refers to reducing the quantity of data used to represent a file, image or video
content without excessively reducing the quality of the original data. Image compression is the
application of data compression on digital images. The main purpose of image compression is to
reduce the redundancy and irrelevancy present in the image, so that it can be stored and
transferred efficiently. The compressed image is represented by less number of bits compared to
original. Hence, the required storage size will be reduced, consequently maximum images can be
stored and it can transferred in faster way to save the time, transmission bandwidth.
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Fig 1 General Compression Decompression
First of all the image is taken from the image dataset. The mapper converts the input image into
inter pixel coefficients. Transformation for the mapper may be DCT, wavelet or Curvelet
transform. Each has its own advantages and disadvantages. Second stage is the quantizer which
simply reduces the number of bits needed to store the transformed coefficients. It is many to one
mapping in which larger values are quantized into smaller value. It is a lossy process and it is the
main source of compression in an encoder. Quantization reduced the number of bits so it results
some kind of information loss. Quantizer can be scalar or vector quantization. An entropy
encoder compressed the quantized values and improves the compression. The reverse Process
Decoder, Dequantizer and inverse mapper is obtained to reconstruct the image and it is called
decompression.
In image compression, redundancies are classified into three types namely coding redundancy,
inter-pixel redundancy and psycho visual system. Coding redundancy is present when less than
optimal code words are used, which results in coding redundancy. A result from correlations
between the pixels of an image is called inter-pixel redundancy. Due to data, omitted by the
Human Visual System (HVS) that is visually non-essential information is called psycho visual
redundancy. The reconstructed image can be obtained by compressed data. This process is called
inverse process or decompression.
II.
TYPES OF IMAGES
In a raw state, images can occupy a large amount of memory both in RAM and in storage. Image
compression reduces the storage space required by an Image and the bandwidth needed when
streaming that image across a network. Generally images are classified as the following.
 JPG: JPG is optimized for photographs and similar continuous tone images that contain
many, numbers of colors [6]. JPG works by analyzing images and discarding kinds of
information that the eye is least likely to notice. It stores information as 24 bit color. The
degree of compression of JPG is adjustable. At moderate compression levels of photographic
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images, it is very difficult for the eye to discern any difference from the original, even at
extreme magnification. Compression factors of more than 20 are often acceptable.
 TIFF: The TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) is a flexible format that can be lossless or lossy
compression [8]. It normally saves 8 bits or 16 bits per color (red, green, blue) for 24-bit and
48-bit totals, respectively. The details of the image storage algorithm are included as part of
the file. In practice, TIFF is used almost exclusively as a lossless image storage format that
uses no compression at all. TIFF files are not used in web images. They produce big files,
and more importantly, most web browsers will not display TIFFs.
 JPEG: Joint Photographic Expert Group (JPEG) is an excellent way to store 24-bit
photographic images, such as those used for imaging and multimedia applications. JPEG 24bit (16 million color) images are superior in appearance to 8-bit (256 color) images on a
Video Graphics Array (VGA) display and are at their most spectacular, when using 24-bit
display hardware (which is now quite inexpensive) [5]. JPEG was designed to compress,
color or gray-scale continuous-tone images of real-world subjects, photographs, video stills,
or any complex graphics, that resemble natural subjects. Animations, ray tracing, line art,
black-and-white documents, and typical vector graphics don’t compress very well under
JPEG and shouldn’t be expected to. And, although JPEG is now used to provide motion
video compression, the standard makes no special provision for such an application.
 GIF: Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) is useful for images that have less than 256-(2^8)
colors, grayscale images and black and white text. The primary limitation of a GIF is that it
only works on images with 8-bits per pixel or less, which means 256 or fewer colors. Most
color images are 24 bits per pixel [4]. To store these in GIF format that must first convert the
image from 24 bits to 8 bits. GIF is a lossless image file format. Thus, GIF is “lossless” only
for images with 256 colors or less. For a rich, true color image, GIF may “lose” 99.998% of
the colors. It is not suitable for photographic images, since it can contain only 256 colors per
image.
 PNG: Portable Network Graphics (PNG) is a file format for lossless image compression.
Typically, an image in a PNG file can be 10% to 30% more compressed than in a GIF format
[4]. It allows making a trade-off between file size and image quality when the image is
compressed. It produces smaller files and allows more colors. PNG also supports partial
transparency. Partial transparency can be used for many useful purposes, such as fades and
antialiasing for text.
 BMP: The Bitmap (BMP) file format handles graphics files within the Microsoft Windows
OS. Typically, BMP files are uncompressed, hence they are large; advantage is that their
simplicity, wide acceptance, and use in Windows program [8].
 RAW: RAW refers to a family of raw image formats (output) that are options available on
some digital cameras [8]. These formats usually use a lossless or nearly-lossless
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compression, and produce file sizes much smaller than the TIFF formats of full-size
processed images from the same cameras. The raw formats are not standardized or four
smaller than TIFF files of the same image. The disadvantage is that there is a different RAW
format for each manufactures and so has to use the manufacturer’s software to view the
images.
III.

COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

Digital image is basically array of various pixel values.[1] In the digital image Pixels of
neighborhood are correlated and so that this pixels contain redundant bits. By using the
compression algorithms redundant bits are removed from the image so that size image size is
reduced and the image is compressed. There are Two types of compression algorithm: Lossless
and Lossy.

Fig2. Classification of compression techniques
A. Lossless Compression
In the lossless compression the compressed image is totally replica of the original input image,
there is not any amount of loss present in the image.
a. Run Length Encoding
Run length Encoding (RLE) is one of the simplest image compression techniques. It consists of
replacing a sequence (run) of identical symbols by a pair containing the symbol and the run
length [7]. It is used as the primary compression technique in the 1-D CCITT Group 3 fax
standard and in conjunction with other techniques in the JPEG image compression standard.
b. Entropy encoding
Entropy encoding is a lossless data compression scheme that is independent of the specific
characteristics of the medium. One of the main types of entropy coding creates and assigns a
unique prefix-free code to each unique symbol that occurs in the input. These entropy encoders
then compress data by replacing each fixed-length input symbol with the corresponding variable© 2014, IJCSMC All Rights Reserved
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length prefix-free output codeword. The length of each codeword is approximately proportional
to the negative logarithm of the probability. Therefore, the most common symbols use the
shortest codes.
c. Predictive Coding
Predictive Coding Technique constitute another example of exploration of interpixel redundancy,
in which the basic idea to encode only the new information in each pixel. This new information
is usually defined as the difference between the actual and the predicted value of the pixel. The
predictor’s output is rounded to the nearest integer and compared with the actual pixel value: the
difference between the two- called prediction error. This error can be encoded by a Variable
Length Coding (VLC). The distinctive feature of this method lies in the paradigm used to
describe the images. The images are modeled as non-causal random fields

B. Lossy Compression
In lossy compression the compressed image is not same as the input image, there is some amount
of loss is present in the image.
a. Transform encoding
Transform coding is a type of data compression for "natural" data like audio signals or
photographic images. The transformation is typically lossy, resulting in a lower quality copy of
the original input. In transform coding, knowledge of the application is used to choose
information to discard, thereby lowering its bandwidth. The remaining information can then be
compressed via a variety of methods. When the output is decoded, the result may not be identical
to the original input, but is expected to be close enough for the purpose of the application.
b. Vector Quantization
Vector quantization (VQ) technique is the extension of Scalar quantization in multiple
dimensions. This technique develops a dictionary of fixed-size vectors which are called code
vectors. A given image again partitioned into non-overlapping blocks called image vectors. Then
for each image vector, the closest matching vector in the dictionary is determined and its index in
the dictionary is used as the encoding of the original image vector.
c. Fractal Coding
In Fractal Coding decompose the image into segments by using standard image processing
techniques such as edge detection, color separation, and spectrum and texture analysis. Then
each segment is looked up in a library of fractals. The library actually contains codes called
iterated function system (IFS) codes, which are compact sets of numbers. Using a systematic
procedure, a set of codes for a given image are determined, such that when the IFS codes are
applied to a suitable set of image blocks yield an image that is a very close approximation of the
original.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

This paper represents the concept of image compression and various technologies used in the
image compression. All the image compression techniques are useful in their related areas and
every day new compression technique is developing which gives better compression ratio. This
review paper gives clear idea about basic compression techniques and image types.
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